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Letter 250
Are They Spiritual Bodies,
Or Bodily Spirits?
2014-05-15
Dear Dan,
The Scripture has an interesting verse. It is Psalm 104:4, speaking of the Lord our God. It
says;

"

“… Who makes His angels spirits,
His ministers a 5lame of 5ire.”
Psalm 104:4

I bring this up because I have wondered recently why the Lord sends His messengers the
way He does. I haven’t even begun to count all the variations in the Bible of how His
messengers make their presence known.
In addition to the Psalm 104:4 “spirit” mode, there’s the Hebrews 13:2 mode, which seems
to be a temporary, “limited use only human-like body” sort of mode.
In the Angels On Assignment and The Man Who Talked With Angels books, it seems that
most of the visits to Pastor Buck were of angels in their angelic bodies, or in the greek,
“oikētērion” (Strong's G3613). It was from the oikētērion that the Genesis 6 rebellious
angels “dis-robed” (left their “Rirst estate”) so they could come to earth, re-create humanlike bodies, and produce offspring with human women.
I know I have had at least a few of the Hebrews 13:2 type of contacts. But for a long time
now all of my routine day to day contacts with my angelic family are as spirits.
Many years ago I had some words with angel Gabe about this. He began to tell me of some
of the tactical beneRits of being pure spirit. One is that they can move quicker than if they
were in their spiritual bodies. This is helpful if enemy spirits are present and need to be
dispatched to another place. It’s also possible to minister God’s love to the redeemed in
more dimensions at one time by being pure spirit. This also includes cohabiting* if needed.
Gabe said that when it’s time for an angel to become a spirit and come to earth, they stash
their actual oikētērion angelic body in a (Delta-1) star on their way down. I guess that
means the angels get to use the universe as their private “coat closet”.
Having angelic spirits in my life has certainly caused my faith to grow. But every so often my
Rlesh makes it presence known, and a little while ago Gabe said that my “Rlesh”, or old
nature, represents about 1% of my spiritual life. 1% of unbelief.
I think for me personally leaving the “1%” is part of the Lord’s way of challenging my faith
and inducing more spiritual growth, or at least keeping the faith I have healthy. Every once
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in a while I start to think in ways that don’t quite comport with the current spiritual reality
of my life, and I say my Angels; “Well, the 1% is making it’s presence known”.
Gabe said some time ago that that’s about how big the area of unbelief is in my life. But then
he agrees with me that the Lord leaves it there on purpose so that I can be reminded not to
become proud in the faith that I have been given. Gabe also jokes that if I didn’t have the 1%
lack of faith I would probably just walk right into heaven like Enoch. And I tell him back that
wouldn’t bother me at all.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
*See LTD-V1-L29
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